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Setting

A domestic animal 
that is wandering at large or lost 

What are we? 
I feel like we are deciding this 
and re-deciding this everyday 

So today’s statement

At rise

oh, Dear me (or us?)



Putting my heads together even if that really means putting 
our thoughts together in a sort of exquisite corpse fashion — 
with many detours — walking aways — coming backs — let 
it be for tonight’s — laughter — discussions — I can’t think 
anymore, my brains will burst — we still insisted on getting 
together, our thoughts tend to revolve around each other’s 
like magnets — here is a window — picture it...

Hot summer — late night — conversations — left to be 
continued as one leaves to go home.
Wait where was this home? We don’t know anymore, we just 
know we must go — we must get together again — I want to 
finish this conversation.
Me too. Unanimous nods. 

Our thoughts, why we came together again, why we never 
parted in the first place, distance is temporary, but oh! such 
a pity. 
Some collectively minded thoughts. (From napkins, post-it 
notes — old texts — found texts — and new words).

Why do we insist on getting together? 

Well,
    
The whole thing arose from the simple fact of recognizing 
ourselves in terms of what we have in common. Let’s say, 
to explore the common — through testing the difference – 
in a context which tends to privilege the individual and the 
fragmentation of the social. It represents a kind of response 
to the system, or rather, to the current administration of life.
 
In attempting to ask ourselves, «What is our agenda?» one 
response comes quickly: to work. Not to produce (yet we 
produce). To neglect job seeking, to examine the ways in 
which our unemployment is working for and against us. To 
fortify an errance. To wedge open a crevice to get inside. To be 



working together. To work as a way to forgo the designation 
of the margin, and as a means to negotiate commonness, 
and postulate on visible constitutions. To invent a pinhole 
through which to imagine the eclipse of the penetrating and 
bleaching photonic hands of daylight. 
 
Ultimately, 
a way,
together.
 
To exercise an artistic practice within the current antagonisms 
and pre-existing expectations, stipulations, and procedures 
— both financial and aesthetic — of the art world. Which 
yes, we have chosen as a medium to navigate through social 
and spatial relations, a tool to modulate the public sphere 
through presence.
 
Given the immanent precariousness of the art field — in 
which the majority are barely surviving in terms both of salary 
and of visibility — we have decided to form one body with 
many minds, engaged in an ongoing negotiation between 
the individual and the group, which spatially performs non-
conformity and resistance. 
 
Now that collectivity is popularized as a trend, and in this 
very moment is being appropriated as the new artistic 
condition, we say that *err is a ‘not yet’ collective. 



About this edition



           This work stems out of an urge to communicate and 
make public certain concerns, approaches, and practices 
that led to the formation of our collective. It is also an effort 
to bring together important moments, events, and thoughts 
that shape and comprise our practice. We introduce ourselves 
as artists who met in the university and formed a collective 
outside of it, influenced by an undercommons methodology 
of knowledge production. This was staged around a series 
of performances called ‘the collectivity as a conference’, the 
first of which took place about a year ago. 
 
An important moment in the formation of our collective 
was participating in the Athens Biennale, Omonoia 
AB5to6. Omonoia (Place de la Concorde) is the very place 
of reconciliation of political forces of the 19th Century. 
It is a site paradigmatic of what we call the public sphere, 
with respect to its constitutive antagonisms, as a historical 
meeting place, and as the most central urban point of 
Athens. Complex urban rhythms emerge as the train lines 
from the countryside and the port bring together urban 
and rural populations, sailors, tourists, and immigrants. 
In September, 2016, this urban geography became the 
headquarters of *err, where dynamic interplays between 
opacities and transparencies, and distances and proximities, 
offered reflections consolidated under the title of our action, 
the feeling of not feeling at home, a notion borrowed from 
Paolo Virno’s text A Grammar of the Multitude:
     

‘Being a stranger, that is to say "not-feeling-at-home", is today 
a condition common to many, an inescapable and shared 
condition. So then, those who do not feel at home, in order to 
get a sense of orientation and to protect themselves, must turn 
to the "common places", or to the most general categories of the 
linguistic intellect; in this sense, strangers are always thinkers. 
[...] it is not the thinkers who become strangers in the eyes of the 
community to which the thinkers belong, but the strangers, the 
multitude of those "with no home", who are absolutely obliged 
to attain the status of thinkers. Those "without a home" have no 
choice but to behave like thinkers’ [...] (Virno, 2004: 38). 



Certain challenges emerged, the most central of which 
involved maintaining the integrity of our group while also 
interacting with other participating groups and artists. Our 
navigation in terms of this can be expressed as such: How 
can one be amongst others and still be a subject, without 
preventing emergent collective subjectivity? 

One of the fundamental aspects of our practice is reflecting 
and acting on what it means to be a collective. That is, 
trying to determine ways of recognizing and negotiating 
the common, which motivates us to work in collaboration 
with others and implicate ourselves in becoming many. This 
publication represents our desire to persist in that direction.
 
It could be also taken as a documentation of the process 
of becoming, a process of subjectification, and a process of 
exploring collective dynamics and production. It is also a 
work in its own right, which seeks new formal intrications 
for what we have done so far: that of printed language which 
can circulate in the public sphere in the form of a message. 
Thus, the feeling of not feeling at home becomes the denial 
of stationary, rigid positions. It is instead an erring, playful 
walk in places and concepts.

This publication was concieved as a platform for engaging 
collaborators and the public in a week of events and 
interactions hosted at the independent art space TOPIC 
and its surroundings, the neighborhood of Vieusseux. 
Pursuing this, we have initiated a web of relations with a 
number of artists, thinkers and friends, that were invited  
to elaborate with us on the feeling of not feeling at home. 
No hibitions other than the suggested phrase were posed. 
The texts presented here are signatures of the personal and 
intimate perceptions and interpretations of their authors, 
complicating the barriers of geographical distance. In this 
way, individual, experienced, or influential geographies 
become refractive tools and are used in the consideration of 
new methodologies. The assembly of individual reflections 



on the feeling of not feeling at home are juxtaposed and 
edited into the space of a publication: a meeting point for co-
authors who have not yet met each other,  allowing perhaps, 
for a collective feeling of not feeling at home to surface.

       







Acting
Madeleine Dymond



ACT 

 I am in the water
 upon, sometimes, 
 if I slip onto my side
 and support myself 
 on the drowning words drifting by:
  — sometimes bobbing, spinning; big and  
      small —
 I can rest upon them

ACT I

 Lately there have been no letters:
 you see, 
 sometimes
 dressed in opulent envelopes
  — and saved from the water by a glass and  
      cork arrangement — 
 they drift by

ACT II

 Curiously enough, 
 they often carry with them
 a coarse but sublime 
 composition of the plant life
 as a rope
  — with which, if I am careful to evenly 
     distribute the frequency of my attempts to  
     grab it — 
 I can shift my position
 to move more toward 
 one side of the water



ACT III
 
 For a moment 
 I had been sure
 that they were mirrors:
 shimmering, glinting 
 and slipping by
  — producing what felt like being caught up  
      in the shattering of a hall of mirrors, out  
      in the open and right under the sun in 
      the water, so that I could see myself and  
      my eyes everywhere and all around me,  
      wide and tired — 
 but alas, it was a passing school of fish 
 and their own eyes
 and I remember:
 there is no class struggle here

ACT IV

 If I grip the tables edge
 and pull my nose over the top
 until my knuckles turn white
 then I can just
 just!
 see her eyes
	 	 — and they have the texture of wet wet fish  
      skin inside a human face, on which the  
      light ripples as it arrives, because the light  
      is old as it has travelled all that way down  
      through a deep deep time and space to  
      make it here, and the eye is old too, 
      because she is old but in a shallow 
      shallow breadth since birth — 
 and because she is old
 she is low



 low!
 by the tables edge 
 so, 
 I have to crane far
 far!
 feet off the ground, 
 to receive her instruction

ACT V

 Just, just
 it rolled into my hand 
 over my fingers
 and into my palm
 after clicking, clacking, cracking
 across the floor
	 	 — and it made me wonder, little teddy,  
       plastic eyes, screw come loose, on   
       the floor: from her, no camera in, 
       not needed… —
 but I winked, 
 eye winked!
 to wave a fly
 with my eyelash
 anxious,
 that its sticky tongue
 might come loose 
 on my skin
 curious…
 she sent this too?



ACT VI

 Speaking of fly tongues,
 can I finger the flavour
 inside my mouth?
 Or only a lover,
 where mamma cannot?
	 	 — and in experimental fashion in a number  
     of different places I stuck out my tongue  
     when no one was looking, to taste fish by  
     the water and dust on land, kicked up and  
     making my lips crusty with dust and my  
     mouth filled with mud and a disciplined  
     tongue — 
 And I guess, 
 I could have washed it out, 
 perhaps, 
 more successfully with water
 than with lemon juice,
 which makes my spine
 hate my teeth
 and the way that they gnash,
 but tongue was stuck tricky
 with sand
 that 
 taught it 
 and 
 tied it.





The same streets 
bring us to 
the same condition
Alexandros Kyriakatos



Working in the fields (Vieusseux, 1932)



Working in the factory (Vieusseux, 1967)



Working in the artspace (Vieusseux, 2017)



Self:
or 
the suitcase
as another self
 Yannis Ziogas



My suitcase in the toll station of Sximatari, while waiting for the bus 
to take me to Florina, 505 km away, November 7 2010. It is night, 9 
o’clock, raining. This toll station has been demolished a few years later, 
the buses don’t make a stop there anymore.

Places, places, places: Florina, Vernon, Varnous, Chalkis, 
Thessaloniki, Athens, Marousi, Chalkis, Prespes, 
Terschelling, Thessaloniki, Mesonisi, Brooklyn. 

Where is the place that can be called home, when commuting 
every week  from Florina to Athens between Florina and 
the North Sea of Terschelling, the Frisian island in the 
Netherlands, then back to Athens and……..? Where?

The week travel covers the gap between Florina and Athens. 
Two places, two distant entities 600 km the one from the 
other.  In the midst of that movement where is the self? Is the 
self the moving body? Is the self the thoughts that contained 
by the body? Is the self the loneliness and distancing from 
familial places and persons?



I find myself in the most unexpected places: mountains, 
bus stations, trains, cities, creeks, valets, ruins, meadows. 
Where is all that leading me? Where, in the midst of all these 
transitions is the self situated? 

What am I carrying with me? What am I transporting?

- The suitcase with whatever it contains?
- The ideas that constantly penetrate my thoughts?
- The body, this inevitable load?
- The images and whatever these images are bringing with 
them?
 
Who am I during these endless transitions:

-  A cultural refugee escaping from the violence of the others?
- A nomad strolling from one place to another?
- A navigator seeking unknown lands?
- A traveler with a load of ideas as his company? 

Finally, I move around various places bringing with me the 
very place of exile: my body. It is the only element that in the 
midst of all these transitions stays the same, inevitably. And 
it is the only element that is entrapping me and, at the same 
time, allowing me to escape.

The body, the artist’s body is always in places that are 
named Florina, Vernon, Varnous, Chalkis, Thessaloniki, 
Athens, Marousi, Chalkis, Prespes, Terschelling, 
Thessaloniki, Mesonisi, Brooklyn. Florina, Vernon, 
Varnous, Chalkis, Thessaloniki, Athens, Marousi, Chalkis, 
Prespes, Terschelling, Thessaloniki, Mesonisi, Brooklyn. 

Body as the only home.



Walking in the waters of Terschelling, 1850 km from Florina. The tide 
will cover the area completely in a few minutes. Nothing will stay the 
same. Sunday, July 1st, 2012, 5:56:53 pm.



	

[is] home [is]
where the heart [is]
Kiri Santer



Home is where the heart is

Heart is where the home is

Where the home is heart

Is home where the heart [is]

Switch it around. Funk up the paradigm. Shake away the 
shackles. Bring about the boogie. 
Are you melancholic in the movement of the in/between?

But look! The feeling of not feeling at home is the feeling 
of colours running through you, of sensing that that non-
belonging is your strength, it is the opening up of circles, the 
letting-go of fraying fantasies, or rather, the picking up of 
the frays and the waving around of them like glittery signals 
of distress which will attract the vagabonds, and the lost, the 
revolutionaries, and the dreamers. The feeling of not feeling 
at home is unfeeling the feelings that tie us to alliances 
bygone. The ones that erect us as enemies or as strangers to 
each other. 

But now I hear your weary voices. They whisper into the 
nook of my ear. And the cold creeps up the backs of my legs, 
tingling in my stomach, slowly becoming a wish-wash of 
sadness that froths up the sides of my intestines. Can it be 
that only those who have a home to come back to can risk the 
daring dive into the space of the multitude? Am I forgetting 
that we can’t all undo, because some of us are already 
forcefully undone by the state, scattered and dispersed by 
forces beyond us?

The feeling of not feeling at home is not just about undoing. It 
is about differentiated movements, that ebb and flow, coming 
together and parting, in attempts to create together, or to 
support each other. We can undo the ‘we’ and re-create it. 



We can make it what we want it to be. We can dwell in spaces 
together — but it will mean work: the work of undoing for 
some, the work of admitting to past wrongdoings for others, 
it will mean working to create and think. But the feeling of 
not feeling at home is not a loss: it is a refusal to be crushed by 
the exclusiveness of that ‘home’ for the few. So actually, it’s 
fireworks: powerful, colourful, and unpredictable, erupting 
all over the place.





From everywhere

Jorge L. Cordón

From nowhere





Comment est-ce que 
j’ai passé le désert
Habtom Zeylo



           En 2015, j’ai quitté mon pays. J’ai habité au Soudan 
pendant 3 mois et après 3 mois, j’ai acheté une veste, un 
masque, des jus, de l’eau, des biscuits, des gants et des 
dattes. J’ai quitté le Soudan avec 9 personnes, mais je n’en 
connaissais que 2 de vue. Nous sommes allés en minibus 
jusqu’à la frontière du Soudan, puis nous avons continué en 
camion, dans la remorque bâchée, pour passer la frontière. 
À 10 heures du soir, nous avons passés la frontière et quand 
on est descendu du camion, j’ai vu beaucoup de sable. 
Nous avons dormi pendant 5 heures à côté d’une dune. 

À 3 heures du matin, neuf pick-up sont arrivés avec 35 
personnes. Nous étions donc  43 hommes et  deux femmes 
enceintes. Nous sommes allés à l’arrière du véhicule et nous 
sommes montés sur nos sacs : nous nous sommes faits tout 
petit pour prendre le moins de place possible. Nous avons été 
divisés en 2 groupes, il y avait dans mon groupe 22 garçons 
et 1 fille. Le chauffeur nous a dit de nous tenir les uns contre 
les  autres et nous nous sommes bien accrochés parce que 
le chauffeur conduisait très vite. Par la suite, nous avons 
mangé des pâtes une fois par jour. Dans le désert, il y avait 
du vent et une tempête. Durant la nuit, nous avons cherché 
un endroit dans la dune pour nous cacher et pour dormir.
 
Nous sommes restés 2 jours avec des soudanais qui étaient 
des personnes gentilles et bien. 2 jours plus tard, nous 
avons trouvé des libyens et quand nous sommes arrivés, le 
chauffeur libyen nous a dit «anze» mais nous n’avons rien 
compris. D’un coup, il nous a frappé avec du fer. Nous étions 
en train de rouler et nous avions très soif. Le chauffeur libyen 
n’était pas gentil parce qu’il nous a frappé pendant 2 jours, 
jusqu’à ce que nous descendions enfin du véhicule. 4 jours 
plus tard, nous avons fini de traverser le désert.
 
Nous sommes arrivés dans un petit village de Libye 
qui s’appelle Ezlava. Nous sommes entrés sous une 
grande tente. La tente était construite en mur de sable 
et en aluminium. Chaque personne avait un drap. Nous 



en avons mis par terre et nous dormions sur eux. Le 
lendemain, le gardien de la tente nous a dit de ne pas faire 
de bruit. Nous avons parlé doucement. Les femmes étaient 
sous la même tente mais un mur les séparait de nous. 

Dans la tente, il y avait 5 camions et des toilettes. Nous 
avons mangé deux fois par jour, le matin et le soir. Tous 
les soirs, nous entendions les bruits de fusils et d’éclats de 
bombes. Sur 4 personnes, il y avait un garçon mineur. Nous 
sommes restés deux jours sous la tente. Un soir, les gardiens 
nous ont appelé par notre nom, nous sommes sortis de la 
tente, tout de suite nous sommes montés à l’arrière des 
véhicules. Nous étions en train de rouler depuis environ 
1 heure quand, tout à coup, des policiers sont arrivés à 
côté de notre voiture. Les policiers avaient mon âge. Ils 
tiraient vers le ciel. Puis ils ont reconnu notre chauffeur 
et ils lui ont demandé pardon parce qu’ils avaient bu. 

Nous avons continué de rouler, nous avons dormi sur le sable. 
À 11 heures du matin, 5 pick-up sont arrivés. Les chauffeurs 
nous ont donné un petit pain. Tous les chauffeurs avaient 
des ceintures et nous ont frappés. Nous avons été divisés en 
5 groupes. Un mineur était avec moi dans le véhicule, nous 
étions debout à l’arrière. Nous commencions à rouler, le 
chauffeur conduisait vite, en zigzaguant et il s’est cogné avec 
un métal de la voiture. Il s’est évanoui. Son corps tremblait. 
Nous pleurions, pensant qu’il était mort. Mais nous avons mis 
un stylo dans sa bouche, entre ses lèvres, et il l’a écrasé. Nous 
avons mis la ceinture, après il était bien. Après 4 jours nous 
sommes arrivés à Tripoli, nous sommes entrés dans la prison, 
nous étions tous Erythréens, des hommes, des femmes. Les 
gardiens avaient des fusils, ils buvaient beaucoup d’alcool et 
nous frappaient avec du fer. Quelques fois le matin, ils nous 
fouillaient mais ils n’ont rien trouvé. Chaque soir nous priions. 

Ils nous ont dit un mensonge : «demain nous allons embarquer 
sur un bateau». Mais le lendemain nous continuions de vivre 
en prison.



Un matin nous avons eu un souci : parmi nous il y avait une fille 
qui a enlevé son voile et après quelques minutes, le gardien l’a 
regardée à travers la vitre. Il lui a dit de nettoyer sa chambre 
mais elle était déjà propre. Elle avait peur, nous avons refusé 
qu’elle sorte toute seule dans la prison. Il était fâché, il a appelé 
ses amis et ils nous ont frappés avec du métal à cause de la fille. 

Nous sommes restés 4 mois en prison. Après 4 mois 
sans rasage, nous nous sommes rasés et habillés avec 
des voiles et des manteaux pour passer le contrôle des 
policiers. Nous sommes sortis de la prison. Nous sommes 
montés dans la voiture et nous sommes arrivés au bord 
de la mer Méditerranée. Nous avons pénétré dans l’eau 
jusqu’au cou puis nous sommes montés sur le bateau. 
Les filles étaient sur le pont et les garçons dans les cales.  

À 1 h du matin nous avons pris la mer. Puis l’eau est entrée 
dans la cale alors nous sommes montés sur le pont avec les 
filles. Après environ 10h, un hélicoptère italien a survolé notre 
bateau, nous nous sommes exclamés de joie. À ce moment-
là, un grand bateau italien est arrivé à côté de notre bateau. 
Finalement nous avons embarqué sur le grand bateau.  
 

Je suis content et je suis triste

Quand j’étais dans mon pays, je ne connaissais pas bien la 
Suisse. Je la connaissais juste un peu. C’est un pays européen 
qui jouit de la paix. La Suisse n’a pas vécu la première ni 
la deuxième guerre mondiale. Elle est plus petite que mon 
pays. On y parle 4 langues. Et je connaissais le drapeau. Je 
savais qu’il y a beaucoup de banques, un climat qui est le 
même qu’en Europe, il fait froid, il n’y a pas de montagnes. 
Je ne pensais pas que les Suisses pouvaient être gentils.  
 
Je suis arrivé en Suisse et j’ai trouvé une Suisse différente. 
Les langues, français, allemand, italien et romanche. Les 
montagnes qui ne sont pas toutes hautes. C’est un pays qui 



a beaucoup d’argent. La Suisse a chaque année un nouveau 
président. J’ai été surpris par beaucoup de choses. Par 
exemple les Suisses qui regardent en face les autres. J’aime 
bien les Suisses qui respectent les humains. Ils n’aiment pas 
avoir des enfants. Certains m’ont dit que s’ils avaient des 
enfants, ils seraient pauvres. Certains qui ne croient pas en 
Dieu respectent les Commandements Divins. 

Je suis content parce que je vis dans un pays qui est en paix. 
Mais aussi je suis triste parce que mes amis sont morts en 
Libye, tués par ISIS.  





What mother does my tongue 
hold onto?
Erika Pirl



i realize sometimes words are so heavy
and we hide so much inside of them
we laugh at or separate those who sound different from us

even if they try to meet us 
learning our language
we still separate them 
from us
for some reason we think
they want to be me
want something from me
then if they are me where will i be?
 if i give, what will i have left?

we become the isolated when we don't understand
but even more when we are not heard
let me tell you something
can you hear my words

if you can't understand me
i can find a way?
is this a skill to be seen? 
do i exisit when you hear me? 

maybe we put too much emphasis on hearing
when there are so many other ways to speak
and many more to listen
but that matching of sounds is so important
you speak the same language as me
we are in the same boat
we can play within the rules of the same language



i have my mother tongue even if i have not my motherland
to hide in
to refuge in
to shelter me

no matter how many years go by
i will always know what going home feels like
i will always recognize her - even is she - not me
but even more i will never leave my mother words
they always float on the surface of my thoughts
even when they don’t flow fluidly like a river 
fluidly 
still drip like the leak of an old faucet
or the attempt of rain during a desert drought
wishing to fill the dry river’s bed
it is almost gone but still there
in others it never leaves

it might be the only thing one still remembers of home 
or of oneself when all else is removed 
turned upside down
we still have our language weather we use it or not 
the important part is that it is ours
and in it hides our understanding of the world
our way to feel

feeling takes no language
but expressing the feeling 
this takes only the best and 
most perfect 
words 
of every tongue 
 





Five Poems to be Performed
Sabrina Fernández Casas & Julie Marmet





la niña pájaro
Fiorella Giannattasio Moll









Litecoin
Duke Choi



There is a feeling for home, maybe the German word 
‘Sehnsucht’ which has no English translation, conflicted 
like others I’ve discussed with, it's never quite the same. I’m 
always missing something, The Grateful Dead — Truckin’ is 
a mantra for a nomadic soul like me. 

“You're sick of hanging around, 
you'd like to travel, 
get tired of travelling you want to settle down, 
I guess they can't revoke your soul for trying, 
get out of the door, 
light out and look all around.” 

Yet Maguib Mahouz clearly puts all this into perspective  
“Home is not where you are born. Home is where all your 
attempts to escape cease” out of respect I wish I could have 
read it in Arabic. But clearly his perspective speaks of what 
we have been facing all these years and decades of exile, 
refuge, and displacement to survive. 

Yook Keun Byung, a mentor speaks of “survival is history.” 
While my escape was to go to “Genève cité de refuge,” the 
land of all the nuclear bunkers that house the homeless while 
billions worth of artifacts and artworks hide in a train depot 
half owned by the city of Geneva. Yet if it is not a location 
that ceases you to escape, then etymology trace the roots 
of the Greek political structures that are home to some yet 
unfamiliar to the modern day Greece.  

A physical home is very existential; an upbringing in a 
suburban outskirt called the Valley above Los Angeles where 
I point out to particular scenes Terminator 2: Judgment 
Day (1991) where I’ve been. Then at four-years of age, our 
home was destroyed by the 1994 Northridge Earthquake 
that was two blocks away from with epic centre. I recall from 
under the dinner table, a familiar place as a child; gnomes 
entering our home shattering everything insight. They were 
the gnomes from our neighbours garden who had a pool that 



that saved the community in need of water. She’d always give 
me and the kids cookies.

I recall washing myself with this pool water and also drinking 
it by adding a pill to sanitise it, then digging a hole in our 
front lawn to take a poop. I was excellent at pooping, before 
this earthquake, my brother’s friend slept over and I creeped 
up over him early morning and left a big dukie’ on his head, it 
wasn’t a joke, I believe I was an angry three year old because 
they were making fun of my name calling me ‘dukie’. I can 
very well say a word turned into an object and that story 
will be my introduction to vandalism and graffiti and my 
worldview of mischief by seeing the anarchic reaction of the 
victim frantically trying to rid my shit. 

Recently I drew a map-mural across from the projects in 
DTLA in an abandoned lot, there was no signs of graffiti and 
was a ’new cutty spot’ in Chinatown. A few months later the 
building was lit on fire and many graffiti names spread across. 
I have a theory that they understood this chaotic mural, and 
reacted in the very anarchic manner as my brothers friend. 
They understood it, were thinkers, and reacted with what it 
was telling it or it is the destitute of the pyro to simply gaze.

Physical homes are material baggage, proof that your 
material worth seems to fathom with society; the clash of the 
middle class, it also pertains to territory, settlement, or to 
stabilise an unclear future. We are introduced at an early age 
in Western culture of the Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad 
Wolf. Yet the financial crisis of 2007 can be a metaphor which 
the banks preyed on homeowners of color and foreclosed on 
them by robo-signing. Which the house my father built and 
my mother who had cancer after 13 years of being cancer free 
are now both gone because of this violent and greedy force. 

Now homeless I left USA and I didn’t have a purpose 
abroad. While in Mongolia, there was an ancestral calling 
and had nothing related to something I applied too, I 



just applied myself to go and find myself like in Sufism,  
these attempts is where I can understand Naguib Mahouz, 
finding myself within a group of artists called the Blue Sun, 
a collective who gathered their resources and free land given 
by the Mongolian Government to make an art village. With 
a back bag, my pens, and book I felt the most free really 
close to the land, the people, while living in an ex-Soviet 
factory divided into studios and a neighbor Dalkha-ochir 
Yondonjnai, the founder of Mongolian contemporary art.  
 
When I understood that I always lived nomadically from city 
to city, Naguib Mahouz’s quote, home is not where you are 
born. “Home is where all your attempts to escape cease,” 
begins all my burning questions of what home is and end 
its subjective romanticization. While I was homeless in 
Geneva, Switzerland, the physicality of it is terrifying, but 
to think now, I wish I was homeless a lot longer. Studies 
bounded me, bounded me to it’s land, when asked why I 
was there, I answered with a ‘purpose’, a ‘purpose’ which 
the institution never cared to listen to, our program; my 
friends and colleagues on the other hand were there ceased 
to understand their attempts to escape. Yet the program 
transitionally ceased itself, it never became a home, just a 
sterile visual regime dividing the students as I dropped out 
and escaped; serving its purpose to move on. 

Now while back in Los Angeles, I struggle to move from 
one art colony to another to finalize my five years abroad to 
finishing up my projects that will finally cease. As this is my 
hometown, materials get accumulated and I become like a 
hermit finding a new shell. Hermits were a fascination as a 
child that speaks of growth, struggle, and time.

Sometimes the lights all shining on me
Other times I can barely see
Lately it occurs to me
What a long strange trip it’s been’ 



Truckin’ I’m a going home
Whoa, whoa, baby, back where I belong
Back home, sit down and patch my bones
And get back truckin’ on. 
    





i try to find places we can go 
(back) together
Camille Kaiser



preface

they would always reproach her
to leave the doors open
but
there where no doors in the houses
where she grew up
so how could she know 
about the draughts 
because there's only so much 
you can carry 
on an airplane

scene 1

i type in the addresss 
the street does not exist anymore
the street names have changed since she left 
still, it indicates the right one
the one just behind the train station
 
so is this photo taken today? 
is this today? Today.  
 
i try to find places we can go together 
places that maybe didn’t change much in 50 years 
but probably everything has changed in 50 years
even though
that is a notion of time i do not know 

so we go back to the few places we can go
the few places we can see 
from behind the screen, from the distance 
we go to the seaside, walk past the empty seafront
we go to cafes at nightime 
we go to luxurious hotels with swimming pools 
we swim in empty swimming pools 



and lie down on the loungers
we go to an empty pharmacy 
an electronics store
a grocery store 
up and down stairs
we go to the grand mosque
and out 
we go in an empty conference center 
and stand in front of the empty conference room 
back to the seafront 
we go uphills and admire the view
admire the view
admire the view 

we arrive to a crossroad

take a decision
go past houses 
in front of closed doors 

we go past streets and squares 
squares
and men are sitting at night – on plastic chairs 
aren’t they working? 
she asks 

let’s go back to the sea, 
to the sea
to the sea
she asks again, 
to the screen, 
to the screen. 





La realidad
 Fernando Morán Ramos



Subí las montañas más altas del mundo, hablé con un 
anciano tan verdadero que sus palabras retumban como 

terremoto en mis recuerdos que alteran mi futuro, tengo un 
padre huracán y un huracán como padre que por más que me 
intento peinar el cabello se me cae, tengo tanta madre que con 
solitos los pininos del patriarcado todo cae en un matriarcado 
directo y pesado. Soy de estatura pequeña, tengo los brazos 
cortos, las orejas grandes, la nariz de cacahuate,  los ojos de 
bola, una panza que ni 5 horas de bicicleta diaria la quitan, 
y me avente al ruedo sin capote, me avente a la guerra sin 
chaleco antibalas, y siempre vivo al límite queriéndome 
brincar pasos al azar, no mido las consecuencias y soy terco 
como una mula. Todo esto a dónde me lleva? No lo sé, 
pero he brindado a la salud de los muertos en el más bajo 
infierno de mis pesares dentro de el país más rico del mundo, 
he probado el dulce y delicioso sabor de la muerte, tengo 
cicatrices inverosímiles y soy vulnerable a la muerte y a la 
vida, me gustan los orgasmos, soy adicto al cigarro y más de 3 
veces he intentado matarme. No pretendo ganar premios, ni 
ser un hombre millonario, no quiero escribir libros, ni tener 
grandes firmas discográficas, ni vender franquicias al por 
mayor, no quiero ser un revolucionario ni quiero cambiar al 
mundo, ya no lo quiero, lo intente y me encontré con mucha 
decepción. Huyo de mí mismo así como más me acerco a 
mi mismo, proyecto mis debilidades con mis fortalezas, 
escribo por escribir y soy tan superficial como profundo. 
Me gustan las películas baratas que me hagan reír y cuando 
estoy a solas me pongo a escribir, solamente cuando me da 
lo fatuo público lo que se me antoja. Hace unos meses me di 
la oportunidad de conocer el bajo mundo de las cucarachas, 
renuncié a casi todo para codearme con ellas, vivir con ellas, 
beber con ellas, infectarme de ellas y querer morir como 
ellas, fui un alcohólico como ellas, bebí cada centímetro de 
mi cuerpo, vendí mi cuerpo, calciné mi cabeza y en el más 
profundo y ardiente infierno de mi alma  me di cuenta de que 
el sol existe, de que mi cuerpo se deshacía en tristezas y fue 
ahí en donde me encontré frente a un precipicio y los lobos 
a la espalda, que hice?  Nada, me quede irremediablemente 



quieto y fue entonces que me puse a escribir …qué fue lo que 
escribí? Ya no me acuerdo, se me olvidó entre tanto trajín 
que existe en mi cabeza…por ahora…abriré otra botella y 
seguiré brindando a la salud de los muertos aunque los lobos 
a mi espalda sean los vivos y el precipicio frente a mí sea  yo 
mismo, ya nos daremos el tiempo de cantar con pecho ronco 
la felicidad que posiblemente se avecina… y si no se avecina 
ninguna felicidad las cucarachas me seguirán esperando, se 
quedaron muy contentas con las canciones que les cante de 
José José en mi casa que nunca fue mi casa y terminó siendo 
mi hogar, en el más recóndito espacio inimaginable fuera de 
un lugar al que un dia llame “Mi país”

 





The Reality
 Fernando Morán Ramos



I went and climbed the highest mountains in the world. I 
spoke with an elderly man so honest that his words fall 

on you like an earthquake; in my memories — which later 
altered my future — I have a father hurricane and a hurricane 
for a father, because for all that I might try combing my hair 
back, it just keeps falling out. I have such a mother that 
with only the baby steps of patriarchy, everything falls upon 
matriarchy: direct and heavy. I am small in stature: my arms 
are short, my ears are large, my nose is like a peanut, and my 
eyes are two perfectly round ball shapes; my stomach is such 
that it doesn’t seem to go away in spite of 5 hours of bicycle 
daily. I’ve jumped in the bull’s arena without a cape, I threw 
myself into war without a bulletproof vest, and I always live 
on the limit, trying to jump steps by order of random chance; 
I don’t measure the consequences, and I’m hard headed as 
a mule. All of this: where does it take me? I don’t know, 
but I’ve held a toast to honor the health of the dead in the 
deepest hell of my condolences, in the richest country on 
earth. I have tasted the sweetest and most delicious flavour 
of death; I have the most unlikely scars, and I am vulnerable 
to dying just as to living. I like orgasms, I am addicted to 
cigarettes, and at least 3 times I have tried to kill myself. 
I don’t intend to win prizes, nor become a millionaire; I 
don’t want to write books, own large record companies, or 
sell wholesale franchises; I don’t want to be a revolutionary 
or change the world, not anymore: I’ve tried and I found 
myself disillusioned. I flee from myself as I draw closer to 
myself. I project my weaknesses alongside my strengths, 
I write to write, and I’m as superficial as I am deep. I like 
cheap films that make me laugh, and when I’m alone I end 
up writing — only when the village idiot in me comes out 
and says whatever he’s been craving to say. Some months 
ago I gave myself the opportunity to get acquainted with 
the cockroaches’ underworld. I gave up almost everything 
in order to encode myself with their way, live with them, 
drink with them, infect myself with them and desire to die 
like them. I was an alcoholic like them, and I drank every 
centimeter of my body; I sold my corpse, I incinerated my 



head and in the deepest and most burning inferno of my 
soul I realized the sun existed, that my body was coming 
undone in sadnesses, and it was there that I found myself 
facing a precipice with the wolves at my back: what did I do? 
Nothing... I stayed incredibly still and that’s when I started 
to write.... What did I write? I don’t remember anymore, I 
have forgotten it with all the tragic sob stories that exist in 
my head... For now I will open another bottle of whisky and 
keep toasting to the health of the dead, even if those wolves 
at my back are the living and the abyss in front of me is own 
self. Soon we will give ourselves time to sing — with hoarse 
lungs — of the happiness that possibly draws nearer… and 
if no happiness draws near, the cockroaches will always be 
waiting for me. They were very happy last time with the 
songs I sang for them from José José, in my house which was 
never my house yet ended up being my home: in the most 
remote space imaginable outside of the place that, once upon 
a time, I called ‘my country’.
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Hors sol 1 
Isabelle Guisan



Tout bouge sur et près de l’eau, au bord du lac au bord de 
la mer, voiliers, ferries, cargos, migrants d’un instant ou 

pour toujours. Dressée sur la jetée, attachée à la rive mais 
tournée vers le large, elle suit le mouvement d’un regard 
aigu, lâche ses appels puis s’élance sur quelques centaines 
de mètres avant d’amorcer son retour par un large virage. 
Les courbes parfaites de ses vols, l’effervescence collective de 
ses retours invitent à la rejoindre dans le sillage des bateaux. 
La mouette. Je n’aime pas son bec pointu ni la nervosité 
criarde de ses appels mais quelque en moi tire comme elle 
sur l’élastique entre la rive familière et le grand large. 

Déjà, je suis ailleurs. Cinq heures de ferry entre Le Pirée et 
l’île. La mer s’est peu à peu agitée en moutonnant dans la nuit 
tombante, donnant des coups sourds dans la coque du navire 
alors qu’aucune terre ne se profile encore à l’horizon. Quand 
les embruns éclaboussent puis troublent les vitres à l’avant 
du navire, je fais pivoter mon fauteuil vers les lumières du 
salon.
 
Personne à rejoindre sur cette île, juste le vent familier dès 
l’arrivée au port. Des bourrasques rauques secouent les 
branches des oliviers et des amandiers, les bougainvilliers 
s’agitent sous la terrasse de la maisonnette que je découvre 
à la lampe de poche. Une araignée se hâte sur les dalles de 
ma chambre et ce bourdon aux ailes déployées qui se cogne 
contre la vitre, va-t-il me piquer ? 

Angoisse légère et interrogations multiples ; j’ai l’identité 
flottante, héritée de l’exil maternel, un exil sans terre vers 
laquelle retourner, sans même la nostalgie qu’éprouvait 
la génération précédente pour des abricotiers aux fruits 
parfumés. Toujours sur le qui-vive, j’espère des compagnons 
de voyage, j’attends la rencontre. Dans mes bagages, des 
compagnes d’attente, quelques femmes écrivains ou héroïnes 
de romans.  Agota Kristof : même si la noirceur de sa solitude 
me fait un peu peur. 



« Est-ce que ce sera dans cette vie ou dans une autre
Je rentrerai chez moi.
Dehors, les arbres hurleront, mais ils ne me feront plus peur, 
ni les nuages rouges ni les lumières de la ville.
Je rentrerai chez moi, un chez moi que je n’ai jamais eu, ou 
trop loin pour que je m’en souvienne parce que ce n’était pas 
vraiment chez moi, jamais. (…)
Arrivée chez moi, je serai fatiguée, je me coucherai sur le lit, 
n’importe quel lit, les rideaux flotteront comme flottent les 
nuages.
Ainsi le temps passera. (…)
Je serai chez moi, seule, vieille et heureuse . »

Henriette : je me reconnais en elle telle qu’elle se décrit en 
1764 dans une lettre adressée à Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 
« (…) M’ennuyant de tout ce qui n’intéresse ni le cœur ni 
l’esprit, et par conséquent m’ennuyant souvent. Ne pouvant 
supporter de ne tenir à rien, ni que rien tienne à moi (…). 
Voilà, Monsieur, comme je me vois (….) ». Miracle, Rousseau 
lui répondra.

La femme sans nom, au plus près de mon cœur. La solitude 
s’abat d’un coup sur elle dans Le Mur invisible de Marlen 
Haushofer. Une paroi transparente l’isole dans la montagne 
alors que de l’autre côté de ce mur infranchissable, une mort 
mystérieuse a frappé tous les êtres vivants. Le vent secoue les 
fenêtres du chalet où elle réorganise en silence son existence. 
L’angoisse pourrait la prendre à la gorge mais d’instinct, 
elle se concentre, aménage son autarcie en s’entourant des 
quelques animaux qui ont survécu comme elle. Orages, 
tempêtes, le chat disparaît, le chien est blessé, elle tombe 
malade. Mais la chatte fait des petits et la vache vêle dans ce 
nouvel ordre des choses. 

Le cliquetis de la pendule, un SMS. Aucun autre bruit n’a 
troublé ma lecture en ce dimanche matin. Le vent mugit, 
le chauffage électrique est allumé, l’eau pour le thé bout, je 
m’apprête à descendre à l’épicerie. Quel courage chez cette 



emmurée vivante et comment faire mienne la vigueur qui 
émane du roman… Mon isolement est relatif, volontaire 
et provisoire, reprendre le ferry est possible à tout instant. 
L’héroïne du Mur invisible assume sa solitude fondamentale 
et invente les gestes indispensables pour survivre au 
quotidien. Planter des tranches de ses dernières pommes de 
terre - avec, précaution indispensable, un œil sur chacune 
- et sarcler le champ pour que de nouveaux tubercules 
apparaissent au printemps. Apprendre, à l’instinct, à traire, 
faire du beurre, faucher le pré, sécher le foin nécessaire à la 
vache en hiver. Traverser la maladie sans oublier de nourrir 
les bêtes ni céder à l’angoisse, voire à la terreur la nuit. Aller 
jusqu’à tuer un homme pour survivre.

Un chien aboie sur la place. Serais-je capable de m’occuper 
d’animaux comme elle le fait ? Je devrais peut-être adopter 
un chiot maintenant déjà pour sentir ce que protéger veut 
dire.

Ma voiture cahote à travers l’île, le saxo de Jan Garbarek 
m’accompagne sur la route. Glisser sur l’asphalte déserte en 
humant par la vitre baissée le parfum du thym et de l’herbe 
sèche : l’émotion est fluide. Ma bagnole, ma bulle, mon alliée. 
Quelle volupté de migrer avec elle de décennie en décennie, 
d’expérience en aventure. Nous survolons ensemble la petite 
route cabossée, épousons les virages, accélérons dans les 
bouts droits. Je me dis parfois « tiens, maintenant, ce serait 
facile », un coup de volant et hop, dans le fossé. Et puis 
j’oublie. 

Le soir tombe quand j’atteins le refuge pour chiens errants 
sur une colline isolée. La puanteur qui m’assaille ne semble 
pas gêner les amis des bêtes assis sur la terrasse alors que 
d’autres inspectent les animaux apeurés enfermés derrière 
les grillages. De la chapelle qui domine le refuge, on aperçoit 
la mer et les silhouettes assises en contrebas ne sont plus 
identifiables. J’aspire le rose mauve du crépuscule. Aucune 
envie de posséder un animal domestique, pas même de 



sauver un chien errant. 

Le vent joue dans les buissons et le feuillage argenté des 
oliviers comme une main d’homme caresse la chevelure 
d’une femme avec une tendresse un peu rude. Tout près, le 
point rouge d’une punaise absorbée sur une fleur, plus loin, 
de vieux oliviers penchés vers la terre ocre. Caresse de l’air 
parcourues de murmures. Etre totalement présente écarte, 
éclipse, le sentiment de solitude.

La route luit dans le gris de la nuit tombante quand je reviens 
vers le port. Les mouettes s’éparpillent avant de piquer sur les 
derniers reflets huileux de l’eau. Elles s’ébrouent, s’ébattent, 
fusent vers le ciel, retombent en criant dans le couchant. 
Comment se lasser du feu d’artifice d’oiseaux qui n’ont de 
cesse d’échapper aux bateaux autour desquels ils tournoient. 





Untitled Document
Madeleine Dymond



I am trying to send a letter
I have been trying
I try
I will try
I sent
I’m sending
I’ll send

A letter.

Or rather: there was once a time when I was not anxious to 
drop the envelope, lest the pages lose their characters,
and they gather in the corner (and I speculate, would they 
stick there?)

Indeed, there was once a time when I was not 
overwhelmed 
by the sensation of being underneath.
It’s the places I have yet to engineer.

Or rather, it’s ‘return to sender’ that makes me hesitate, 
lest the postage stamp be effaced.
Perhaps: because I just can’t remember how I signed it, 
and what it said.
It’s just as my grandmother wouldn’t have said, 
because I was sure to leave her long ago:

It reminds me of a story:
This is the story of when Waking met Dreaming.
It all started because Dreaming was seeking out a politician.
Many a thing had Dreaming heard, and many a plenty was 
she interested:
  Heals your memories!
  Forgets the sick!
  Administers hope!
                            Builds a camp!
                            Oh!
                            Onward to integration!



What a wonder, 
pondered Dreaming, 
what a thing to wake up to,
and to banish from whence they came, 
all the plights: impossible to reconcile.
Perhaps, 
— and now Dreaming stopped, 
perhaps I will wait here.

Meanwhile, 
in the garden of littered delights, 
Waking and the artist paused.
What a potent figure the artist was: 
to make two worlds in one.
Just as was the artist’s nature,
she pointed out to Waking:
a queue of people forming, 
with no end in sight.

And somehow from the distance, 
the sounds of a politician; 
of his bells and whistles, 
his footmen and his horses.
Ah! 
Now this was truly a fine politician.
This politician could set a table at which all could eat,
could make those talk who never dreamed to share a meal.

But where was the politician? 
Not in Waking’s vision, 
nor in Dreaming’s sight.
But standing as they were, 
on either end of the queue, 
they could just descry each other:
Waking and the artist, desperately trying to remember what 
change is like 
(when it is not an institution),
and Dreaming, 



forlorn and searching, 
for some way to reach the other side; 
not only to meet the politician, 
but to look his horses in their mouths. 

Perhaps the next one
or the next
but for now, 
they will send letters, 
just as I:

Dreaming when the sun is rising, 
and Waking, trying to make it set.



Long distance
Erika	Pirl	



Long distance visiting, or, was it traveling? 

Time travel is not as impossible as we once thought, neither is 
experiencing a place from far away. Working — collaborating 
— sharing  from a distance with friends — strangers — like 
minds and new thoughts — how to deal?
 
One often wishes he could be in two places at once but one 
doesn’t always realize what that means. While there will be 
always something missing, technology today as much as I try 
to deny it allows us to have the feeling today that we are in 
fact in many places at once. Our challenge in 20-- whatever 
year now becomes about choosing our places wisely and to 
stay connected to the places we really need  or love to be in... 
and when. 
 
My reality while the collective *err  was going to be in Athens 
last September was that I was not going with them. In this 
case I had work in Switzerland at the same time.
 
My feeling was to be in two parallel worlds both worlds full 
of people I loved to work with and both worlds extremely 
different by nature — how can one feel that feeling of belonging 
so fitting in more than one world? I am not sure but it can 
happen — can belonging be a choice? A frame of mind? An 
action maybe? — Life seems to gives you everything at once 
as a challenge or nothing at all — maybe also a challenge. I 
have not decided which is the bigger challenge but I am sure 
that both are a challenge. 
 
The idea to work by distance was born out of my curiosity 
or maybe my stubbornness, how could I continue a practice 
which is  based on being in the present when I would not be 
there?
 
How was I going to carry out a proposal like I wished and had 
planned with my colleagues without being there physically? 
Was it going to be possible? Hmmm the adrenaline of a new 



challenge and then the fear of the, “But how to do?”

Curiosity won! I was going to visit Athens again. Through my 
memory and through the new impressions that my collective 
would send me — emails — sounds recordings — texts —
images — skypes. Everything became very stimulating but 
the most interesting thing that happened was the feeling of 
being in two places at once. 
 
The feeling of not feeling at home as phrase came to me many 
times I started to wonder about whom we were addressing? 
Somehow also ourselves — of course ourselves — I started 
to think empathy and concern and only happens in an 
urgent way when we understand first hand or maybe second 
hand the feeling. Here the feeling of not feeling at home got 
replaced by the feeling of not feeling anywhere, and somehow 
in too many places at once but still the right ones, so was this 
home? This feeling of belonging in many homes?  
 
Sitting in a cafe in Switzerland, after an 8 hour day of  
rehearsing and researching movement creating with the 
colleagues of this project in my here and now  — around me 
— on me — in me,  to suddenly sit...
 
In the messy loud cafe, called interestingly enough “le bout 
du monde” (the end of the world in French). To open this 
porthole into another place — computer — and unpack my 
news updates of my other world which I would then be here 
and now with. From reading every email with the carefully 
worded detailed layers of experience, to seeing or hearing the 
video and sound responses to my questions from yesterday 
to reading the description of colors and smells. To the skype 
calls to the very much alive and messy loud cafe in Athens 
which held my colleagues who held a porthole to me... I was 
there... What was today’s event, food, smell, sight, sound? 

It became possible somehow. You can do corporal research 
and feel the energy of a place from a distance — but you 



need the right delegates the right extensions funny enough I 
started to have the feeling of feeling home. 

Home could it just mean a place where the people surrounding 
you are like minded and you can trust them? This is not 
so easy to find though, so maybe this is what we mean by 
finding home or building a home, a place where weather you 
are here and now far away or here and now next to me, any 
way you are here? 
 
A precarious presence though — of course —  the very thing 
I try to avoid and even I criticize was the very thing allowing 
me to be present in two worlds at the same time — this 
technology thing was my savior but at the same time if it 
failed I was it’s prisoner — my world in Athens would end 
if that was not a precarious presence... then what could be? 
 
So after feeling completely part of my elsewhere world 
for 2 hours every day — I close my computer — digest my 
conversations — sounds — sights — smells — textures and 
tastes — and slowly plug myself back into my here and now 
physical — I can’t wait till they all come back from Athens 
and we can have a coffee in real time speaking face to face I 
want to hear their stories.

My thoughts interrupted
 
“What should we make for dinner?”  My colleagues here with 
me in the now  asking me from the door of the cafe, “Let’s go 
to the lake,” “See you tomorrow sleep well.” 



Pure Time
Victoria Wigzell



In order to get the most out of your experiences 
in Pure Time, remember to always refer to our 
terms and conditions before entering into any 
communication with Bank representatives.



Terms and conditions

Savings: Savings refer to an accrual of Pure Time gained 
as a result of continuous deposits and credits. Successful 
savings deposits depend on minimal debits as a result of 
financial, personal or physical lapses in Actual Time. 

Deposits: A Pure Time deposit is subject to expenditure* 
or saving** made in Actual Time. Payment must be made 
in order for a deposit to take place. Our function as an 
institution does not extend to any enquiries or judgements 
on the location or origin of the funds expended or how they 
came to be in your possession. 

Withdrawals: Withdrawals can, of course, be made by 
you at any time: as the beneficiary of your own Pure Time 
deposits you have complete control over when, where and 
how you would like to access your Pure Time account. ***

Debits: Debits occur when a draw on Actual Time exceeds 
your Pure Time deposits and it becomes necessary for your 
Pure Time savings to be deducted. Alternatively, debits also 
occur when necessary expenditure elsewhere is not sufficient 
to sustain your existence in Actual Time. As a consequence 
of this, your Pure Time deposits will be deducted. ****

* ‘Expenditure’ refers to expenditure of funds or resources. 
** ‘Saving’ refers to the saving of time.
*** This is subject to sustained provision of sufficient funds and/or 
resources in Actual Time. We recommend allowing a larger build-up 
of your Pure Time deposits in order to allow for a congruent build up 
of resources in Actual Time. 
**** For help in managing your finances in Actual Time, see our list 
of recommended registered and approved financial service providers



Credits: Credits to your Pure Time deposits occur when 
expenditure or saving is made on your behalf by an external 
party. Similarly to deposits made by you in your own name, 
it is our policy not to enquire as to the nature of these Actual 
Time transactions or to the origin of the funds expended. 
Should the expenditure in Actual Time amount to less than 
initially forecasted***** administration costs both to you 
and to our institution will apply. We will cover our costs 
through direct debit of your Pure Time deposits. You remain 
entirely responsible for all additional costs accrued in Actual 
Time as a result of this. 

Loans: We do initiate Pure Time deposits on the basis of 
a loan made to you by an external party in Actual Time. 
However, this loan will have to be approved by one or more 
of our approved Actual Time financial service providers. 
This is done as much for your own security as ours. ********

Accruals of interest: Unfortunately, Pure Time does not 
work on the basis of interest accrual. A second remains a 
second. A day remains a day. A month remains a month. 

***** If you need legal representation, or advice on Actual Time 
concerns such as tax or contract law, see our list of recommended, 
registered, and approved legal advisers
****** Similarly to defaulted credits due to insufficient Actual 
Time resource contributions, all costs related to defaulted resource 
contributions will be taken from your Pure Time deposits. 



Collectives make us suffer 
Intimate contradictions of 
friendship in art (fragments*)
text by Roberto Jacoby
a translation by Patricio Gil Flood



Genealogy of self-management

First of all, I would like to make a point about the place we are 
in now, in order to really place ourselves in time and space. 
We are in Periférica, which is called Arte de Base, a meeting 
point where there are an enormous amount of initiatives by 
artists, including artists run spaces, meetings, magazines, 
websites, all types of workshops, disciples, and teachers. 
Everything that has to do with artistic management is called: 
“Independent Management Instances”. 

Normally, when you see something, it gives you the feeling 
that it is natural to exist. Its own materiality gives us the 
feeling that it is logical to exist.

Everything seems logical until it ceases to exist. For example, 
one of the great blows to the culture of Buenos Aires was 
the sudden disappearance of a whole world of music, dance, 
and sociability after the disaster of Cromagnon. It is as if 
they had cut a quarter of the cultural life out of the city and 
nobody said anything. It was so natural that it existed as 
disappearing…

…What we see here is not simply a manifestation of the 
art trade. What this shows is a form of the existence of art 
and, in my opinion, an important part of what happens in 
Argentina. It could perhaps separate what the products 
are, or the results, from the forms of organization and 
management, and the motives and relationships that lead 
to that type of production. I believe that one of the things 
that surprises foreigners — and delights them — when they 
come to Argentina, is meeting with this spirit, this mood, 
this humour of the artists which is to do things together: 
to produce with minimum resources, to convert absolutely 
any space (from the living room of their house to the 
garage of the aunt) into a place of production, circulation, 
conversation, and cooperation. Thus, in a rather curious 
way, these relations, these forms of new production that 



are fundamentally based on friendly cooperation, appear a 
little involuntary — perhaps a product of the disgrace; of the 
institutional, public, and private desolation that is Argentina. 
And by coincidence, or predestination, it happens that in the 
world this type of attitude is highly regarded and valued as 
art in and of itself. What critics call relational art appears, 
but it also has to do with net art networks, and with the art of 
global political networks.

What is found as a matter of art is not so much the result/
the work as an external object, in the form of a separate and 
perfectly definable material object, but rather processes 
of interpersonal relationships; and artists as agents, as 
interveners in human relations, as relationship formers...

 

“I speak from myself”

Now I would like to speak from myself, as is now said. “I tell 
you from me”, “ah, no, for me...” Did you see those people 
who say, “For me, ‘category’ is not what Kant says?” Well, 
now, I’m going to talk about myself, and I’m going to say 
trivial things: no great theoretical findings, but vulgar things 
that are often not said or thought clearly.

All artists are the product of social integration, whether they 
are articulated in networks — formal or informal — or even 
the most isolated artists. Because we are all products of the 
social framework. There are no individual artists: that is 
an illusion. I could not have been an artist without Macció, 
without Noé, without Greco, without De la Vega, without 
Renart, without Santantonín or Minujin, without Costa, 
without Suárez, without Masotta, without lots of people 
bigger than myself and others of my generation. I mean, I’m 
part of that. I’m not a loose producer, it’s impossible to be a 
loose artist... Language can’t not be social. You cannot make 
art and not be related with other artists, with an audience, 



with an environment, with a time, etc., in some form or 
another…

In my case, actions carried out with others, or relations of 
friendship or enmity – which we also recognize as a way 
of doing something related to art – are things that, for me, 
precede my individual production. Everything I’ve done 
since the sixties, almost all of them I did in groups. The 
Media Art group was formed by two friends and I (three is the 
minimum to be a group, two is a couple, three is a group)…

Almost all the things I did — in the seventies, eighties, and 
nineties — were framed by collective activity. For me, the 
rarest thing to do is to work as an individual author; I always 
feel part of a tribe, or a network, a convergence, a band, as 
can be defined in each case. I have practical knowledge (more 
than theoretical) in this ...

Now, against all that you can think I do not idealize – at 
all – group activity: at all. On the contrary, I consider it 
generally rather unhappy; that is, it’s much easier and better 
to work alone. But I practice it as a kind of compulsion: it is 
something I cannot avoid, a kind of personal characteristic 
that makes me suffer often, but also gives me many joys. 
But there are times that are difficult. The most frequent of 
these found in group activities is that things do not come 
out as one imagined them; they are different and sometimes 
completely contrary to what one supposed…

Dangers of Friendship

So, I would now like to mention a number of contradictory 
or conflicting aspects which - in my experience - can be taken 
into account in artistic activities with others that are based 
on friendship (now we enter the hot part, you can take note).



A first great contradiction of the friendship is the terms 
of trade, because on the one hand friendship excludes 
commercial calculation: it is placed outside the market. By 
definition, friendship assumes that there is no calculation 
between what is given and what is received. If there were 
a calculation, it would be a mercantile type relationship: “I 
give you a bag of wheat, you give me a suit,” or, as Marx put 
it, “a Levite in exchange for a bushel of wheat.” But at the 
same time, a friendship cannot be sustained if the exchange 
is unequal, because it becomes a paternalistic or exploitative 
situation and not a friendly relationship. If a friend comes to 
eat at your house every week, and he never invites you to his 
house, he never brings wine, he does not help you wash the 
dishes, he smokes the joint, he touches the back of your wife 
or your friend, there comes a time when friendship is over. 
In other words, friendship exchange excludes calculation, 
but at the same time requires reciprocity. This implies a very 
clear contradiction. Exchange issues very often unbalance 
friendships and groups; that is, there has to be a friendly 
balance where there is a distracted but permanent reciprocity. 
That is, reciprocity is not about calculating all the time: “Ah, 
you invited me for a glass of wine, and tomorrow I will invite 
you for a glass of wine”; “You lent me a book, I’ll lend you a 
book tomorrow.” But there is a tacit balance, which is not 
thought — almost automatic — of sharing things…

Against all that can be thought, it is not only the injustice 
of distribution. The imbalance that can have the greatest 
affect is not receiving less, but receiving more. This is the 
great contradiction of potlatch or gift. As you know, there 
are certain societies in which the gift, the gift, is a weapon 
of war or, rather, it replaces war. When the lord of one clan 
wants to surrender to the other, he gives him forty pigs, 
destroying it, crushing it. The other is at his mercy. So, the 
gift has a contradictory effect which is that it establishes a 
difference between people, and automatically establishes 
two characters: one who gives, and another who receives. 
One is powerful, generous; the other is needy and weak. 



Friendships imply parity — a relation of equals — and the gift 
breaks that equality by establishing an imaginary inferior 
position, and an imaginary superior position.

Another contradiction to take into account is located on 
the spiritual plane. Who has the ideas, and what ideas will 
be put into practice? In a group, almost everyone is willing 
to collaborate on an idea that he or she had, or if he or she 
participated in coming up with the idea. It is much more 
difficult for someone to work on the idea of   another, or 
with the same commitment and care that that they apply to 
working on their own ideas. Or, it is also very common for 
someone to defend their own idea in a contrary manner and 
not be willing to modify it…

This theme is very important, because a very important 
component of art is the idea, and ideas. Although, as I said 
before, while they depend on existing in a social network, 
finally, they are formed in the head of a single person. That 
is to say, that to modify requires an account: to tell it to 
another. The other has to listen to it, to understand it, and 
to propose changes or to accept and carry it out. There are 
many steps. Moving or placing a table between two people 
is easy, painting a wall between three, we quickly agree. 
More difficult is thinking of the name of an exhibition, or the 
theme, or the colors to be used, or the material, or the style. 
So, there are very complex things involved here that, if found 
unresolved, will end the collaboration…

All individuality and none

When I came up with the technology of friendship, I was 
watching the Maravilla Tecnovilla show of the Oligatega 
Numeric in Cabaret Voltaire, and it seemed that the Oligatega 
had organized all the ideas that each of them had had, 
because they had found a shape or a deform (because the 



sample was very deformed), where with zero technology — 
but at the same time alluding to technology (as the Oligatega 
usually do) — they managed to compose a formal totality for 
very different parts. They found formats where there could 
be the individual difference of each part. After chatting with 
them, I realized that they were the first group I knew where 
there was no leader.

It then seemed to me that they had discovered a very valuable 
and very scarce technology that I have not yet managed to 
unravel, and that they themselves cannot explain too much, 
but which has to do with my own understanding of a double 
practice of individual and group activity where both things 
work at the same time. They have a very humorous attitude, 
with a great sense of absurdity, and have a way of deliberating 
that goes from joke to joke until the things that are proposed 
are sedimented. They de-personalize the moment they work 
based on a joke. This is very important to do in order to be 
able to work in a group: to achieve a moment where at the 
same time there is all the individuality and, at the same time, 
none. They, for example, do not remember who invented 
something or how an idea came out. If you ask who it came 
up with, they say, “I do not know, I do not remember.” They 
do not remember because they care more about the joke 
than who told them the joke.

Then there is another problem, much greater than the fact 
of who has the idea or whose sign is whose. Foucault asked 
himself thirty years ago who speaks, referred to things such 
as the discursive fact, the death of the author; however, 
who signs, and sometimes who invoices, is still important. 
When authors are not many the solution is to sign all, and 
when many, to sign with a collective name. Sometimes the 
collective signature is a matter of principle, but the question 
of a concrete signature is broader. There are many ways 
to sign that go beyond the name of the one who put the 
signature…



This leads to something that threatens friendships, and is 
also very paradoxical: success. Success is one of the greatest 
dangers of friendship and collaboration. In heroic moments, 
when projects begin, they are sustained by enthusiasm, by 
the fantasies that secrete a kind of cement between the wills 
of the people. Even more, when things are not going well – 
when the world is to be confronted – the bonds of friendship 
are strengthened. But the big challenge is success. When you 
do well, you say, “Oh, well, they are buying me pictures, they 
invited me to the biennial, chau group, I start selling and 
something else.” You could write a self-help manual: how 
to survive the triumph, but really, there is no antidote for 
success, you cannot do anything. The one who does not resist 
success... it is like that, that one goes and does something 
else.

Then there is the contradiction of the political. The more 
political, the less political. The efforts of the artist often have 
an activist or organizational component. It then happens 
that one comes into contact with forms of articulation, or 
with organizational structures of a political type. Then the 
group tries to assume the objectives or conventional styles 
of the struggle for power. Or, they try to do things that are 
immediately effective or understandable. Then, they lose 
the character of rupture that can take these forms to make 
art and to make collectivities, and they become something 
similar to all the rest of the society…

I cannot believe what happened to me! I brought the wrong 
photocopy. What a relief to you. Do not! The best I had to say 
I left it, forgotten... short here and I follow tomorrow, what 
do you think?...



Second day

I will finish quickly with the list that I started to expose 
yesterday. They are suggestions for dealing with 
contradictions within groups of artists.

One of the important issues is leadership. All groups tend to 
say that they are horizontal, that decisions are made among 
all, and so on. I believe that this is an illusion, a hope, an 
expectation, a horizon, a myth, etc., which does not happen 
in reality. All groups are very different. They are like people, 
no two are alike. What happens in almost all the groups, and 
that in Oligatega does not happen (I believe that is one of 
the great things of that group), is that the groups work by 
leadership.

It is unfortunate, but it is so. There are always one or two 
people who carry out the initiatives. These people are facing 
the bad times, they stay to the end, sweep, put up and expose 
more than others, etc. They are ultimately those who ‘invite’, 
those who ‘call’. 

They are not, of course, leaders in the sense that one 
understands and insists in the world of business, or in the 
world of politics. It seems to be the big issue in attempts 
at social organization. In groups, leaders are sometimes 
obscured by the idea of horizontality. However, they exist, 
even though sometimes they are not informed and they do 
not become aware of it.

The ideal would be a relationship of parity. One point to 
be made about parity is that often the differences between 
people become crushed, and the variety — one of the most 
interesting things in groups — is lost, as in an ecology. 
The worst a group can do is start to work by flattening, by 
consensus. In this way, good ideas — those that are generally 
rejected — are destroyed. Those that are rarer, etc., are 
rejected because, in general, it is difficult to accept something 



new. That way, you lose the most interesting thing, which 
involves articulating different people, and fall back on the 
common.

The search for consensus at all costs is another of the diseases 
of the group. It is a catastrophe because it is one of the ways 
in which the group focuses on itself. In this way, it becomes 
more important for all be in agreement and avoid the risk 
of the group dissolving, instead of achieving the goal that 
was planned beforehand. The subsistence of the group is 
prioritized, even when the action envisaged no longer exists. 
These are dead groups: entities with no other desire than 
themselves.

Another problem of the groups is the search for enemies. 
Groups cling together when there is an enemy, whether real 
or imaginary. This idea that the group is more important 
than the task makes them look for enemies to consolidate. 
People feel better when there are enemies…

The other anti-consensus phenomenon which is also a big 
problem is the conceit of the individual. This is something 
almost essential among artists. If one has to do something 
exceptional, something difficult to accept, something new, 
something different, something that has to change, etc., he 
needs to be covered, surrounded by a kind of armour that 
is his conceit, his narcissism as an artist. To be cocky, to 
be conceited, to be a diva, to be an artist, is the same. This 
instrument of the art is at once something very negative for 
the group and sometimes also for the artist, when his conceit 
does not correspond with what he does.

All these problems have been experienced by all those who 
have ever been part of a group, have lived. If it did not 
happen, it’s probably going to happen to them! It’s possible 
that for that reason all the groups that have existed in history 
have ended badly.



The interesting thing, is that the illusion of the groups – 
the utopia of the collective – persists and never ends. In 
Argentina, and everywhere, that is a fantasy. It persists 
beyond failures. Failure is the assumption of all human 
activity. We have to start from that. We must think of failure 
as a productive principle. Failures keep desire alive and 
prevent the paralysis of desire from occurring. Beckett said, 
“Fail, Fail again, Fail better.”

* “Technologies of the friendship” took place in the 
framework of Periferica 2006. Ramona 69 immerses 
us in a tour of the speeches that took place during the 
3 banquets, revealing 18 testimonies of artists who 
transmit the experiences of their work in Argentina in 
the last years: different modes of collective production, 
the difficulties and benefits of self-management, building 
an artistic community, love in art, love of art, etc. They 
accompany reflections of researchers on friendship in 
philosophy and cultural history. Participants: Fernanda 
Laguna, Alejandro Kaufman, Graciela Hasper, Oligatega 
Numeric, José Fernández Vega, Ernesto Ballesteros, Kiwi 
Sainz and Leo Solaas, Marina de Caro, Claudia del Rio and 
Mario Gemin, Marcelo Urresti, Diana Aisenberg, Daniela 
Luna, Mondongo, Jorge Gutiérrez, Hernán Monath, Rosa 
Chancho, Roberto Jacoby and Syd Krochmalny.”

*Originally published in RAMONA, number 69, in 2007, 
an Argentinian magazine about contemporary art. This 
issue was part of DOCUMENTA XII in Kasel 2007.
 Now all numbers are available in a digital archive for free 
consultation.

*Translation by Patricio Gil Flood – In the context of the 
exhibition “The feeling of not feeling at home”, by *err 
collective. Geneva, May 2017.





Saltando Charcos/
Jumping Puddles
Erika Pirl 



																																	                 Una vez salí a jugar y me perdí, 
                                         Salte un charco de agua
                           después de que había llovido 
                      y me encontré sin regreso
             Al darme la vuelta 
      el charco había crecidow
          Mi madre y yo tenemos 
               este chiste entre nosotras, 
                            no se me ha quitado 
                                 el querer salir a jugar y 
                                      conocer pero cada vez 
                                                     me alejo mas de
                                                   lo que una vez fue mi
                                                    casa entonces fui 
                                                     construyendo 
                                             hogares míos     
                                por todas partes,
                          así ya no 
                      me puedo                    
                    perder. 
                         ya no 
                              me 
                                puedo 
                                      perder
                                             más 

Uno no pierde
el camino a casa, 
pero quizás pierde su casa,
y el camino se vuelve hogar.   





I ran into a sign of home the other day on the other                                                  
 side of the giant puddle, with my mother we  
                   always say this  joke we say one day  
                      I did a crazy thing I jumped 
                             over a big puddle you know
                                    Then I couldn’t jump back again 
                                          The puddle had
                                                        grown 
                                                            too much
                                                                by the time
                                                                  I turned back around
                                                             My atlantic puddle 
                                                   was keeping me away
                                              She says sometimes 
                                      it shrinks dry again 
                       Then I can jump across easily
              but most of the time
                    it is too wide to jump
                      and too deep to swim.
                            When it shrinks of course,
                                  something has to grow 
                                       Nothing is free in this world
                                          but everytime I do get farther 
                                           away
                                           from what once 
                               had been home to me
                     then I started building 
               a home for myself 
               many of them 
                   everywhere I’d  go 
                       and everywhere i’d be
                              this way I couldn’t 
                                   lose  myself 
                                           anymore 
 

One doesn’t lose the way to home 
But perhaps does lose the home
and then the road itself 
becomes home
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